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Lumosity's Big Data Provides New Approach to
Understanding Human Cognition
Lumosity
Results from world's largest human cognitive performance dataset published in
Frontiers in Neuroscience
Lumosity, the leading brain training company, today announced a new web-based,
big data methodology for conducting human cognitive performance research.
Lumosity's research platform, the Human Cognition Project [1], contains the world's
largest and continuously growing dataset of human cognitive performance, which
currently includes more than 40 million people who have been tracked for up to 6
years. The study, published today in the open-access journal Frontiers in
Neuroscience [2], examined how Lumosity's dataset can provide insights into the
lifestyle correlates of cognitive performance and the impact of age on learning rate.
Human cognitive performance research is typically conducted through experiments
in the laboratory, with small numbers of participants – often limited to university
undergraduates – and requiring in-laboratory follow-ups. This approach limits the
kinds of questions that can be studied, the number and demographics of
participants, and can be time-consuming and costly.
"New technologies and research platforms have the potential to transform the
speed, scale, efficiency and range of topics in which neuroscience research is
conducted," said P. Murali Doraiswamy, Professor of Psychiatry at Duke University
Medical Center and member of the Duke Institute for Brain Sciences, and co-author
of the study. "This study is interesting because it brings to light the possibilities of
what we can uncover by taking a big data approach to cognitive performance
research."
The study presented two examples of research that can be conducted using
Lumosity's dataset. Using survey results and a subset of the dataset tied to baseline
performance on three cognitive exercises, the first study examined the effects of
sleep and alcohol consumption on cognitive abilities, including speed (N =
162,462), memory (N = 161,717), and flexibility (N = 127,048). The study found
that cognitive performance in all three tasks was most efficient, on average, for
users reporting seven hours of sleep each night. The study also found that low to
moderate alcohol intake – a self-reported one or two drinks per day – was
associated with better performance in all three tasks, with brain performance scores
decreasing steadily with every additional drink.
The second study examined how learning ability changes over the lifespan and how
aging might affect learning across distinct cognitive abilities. The study included
adults ages 18-74, and looked at how age influences improvement over the course
of the first 25 sessions of a cognitive task. Tasks that rely on fluid intelligence,
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which contribute to learning, problem solving, and the ability to adapt to novel
challenges such as working memory (N = 22,718) and spatial memory tasks (N =
23,109), were compared to tasks that rely on crystallized knowledge, which draws
on accumulated knowledge and skills from your life experience such as verbal
fluency (N = 107,478) and basic arithmetic (N = 41,338). The study found that the
amount of improvement decreased as age increased, and that performance on
tasks that rely on fluid intelligence decreased with age at a faster rate than the
tasks that rely on crystallized intelligence. This finding supports the notion that,
although raw cognitive performance peaks in young adulthood, the lifelong
accumulation of knowledge compensates such that older adults can still perform at
a high level.
"The goal of the Human Cognition Project is to rapidly and efficiently advance our
understanding of the brain," said Daniel Sternberg, Ph.D, Data Scientist at Lumosity
and lead author of the study. "We're excited for the potential that big data holds for
conducting large-scale, collaborative, global research on human cognition. We're
particularly interested in applying the knowledge we gain from this research in realworld settings where they can help people live better, fuller lives."
The Human Cognition Project works with researchers worldwide to study human
cognitive performance. The technology supports both experimental research, where
independent researchers design and conduct studies on the effects of computerized
cognitive training, and observational research, where collaborators explore data
from Lumosity's continuously growing database. Researchers interested in exploring
Lumosity's de-identified dataset can submit research proposals at
http://hcp.lumosity.com/get_involved/researcher [3].
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